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ABSTRACT
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STUDY ONE: This study examines the changes made to the biography and works of the Renaissance composer Josquin des Prez (c.1450-1521) through the eight editions of A History of Western Music and its associated score anthologies from 1960 to 2010. It is hypothesized that there are significant correlations between the changes made to Josquin’s biography in musicological scholarship at large during the 1990s and the changes made to his life and works in the textbook.
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Since the publication of the first edition of *A History of Western Music* (AHWM) in 1960, it has become the leading textbook for undergraduate music history surveys in colleges and universities around the world. Between 1960 and 2010 its eight editions have been produced by a leading textbook publisher, W.W. Norton, and edited, in turn, by three reputable musicologists – Donald Jay Grout, Claude V. Palisca, and J. Peter Burkholder.

*A History of Western Music* and its companion, the *Norton Anthology of Western Music* (NAWM), are key texts for music history pedagogy, not only because they distill the musicological knowledge available at the time of each edition’s publication, but also because they cover a seminal period in the development of musicology, one influenced by an influx of theoretical ideas from other disciplines, such as New Historicism, feminism, and critical theory.

For his part, Josquin des Prez has long been considered an important, if not the most important, Renaissance composer of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. But the story of his life and works is deeply
problematic. As Alan Atlas observed, while Josquin may be “the most intensely studied composer” of the sixteenth century, “the never ending research keeps us off balance: how will the next discovery alter our picture of the composer? Will it force us to revamp his biography, and will it further muddle our already shaky ideas about the chronology of his works and just what he did and did not compose?”¹ In the 1950s, and again in the 1990s, Josquin’s always-unsteady biography underwent drastic revisions, triggering major reevaluations of the chronology and canon of his works. Likewise, the life and works of Josquin des Prez as described in AHWM and NAWM have changed considerably since the first editions of each in 1960 and 1980, respectively.

**Purpose, Methodology, and Structure**

To date, I have not found any other study in musicology that applies a longitudinal, historiographical research approach to a major music history textbook’s narrative of a composer’s life and works. Yet in many other ways this study falls squarely into the tradition of reception history – the study of how a work of art, composition, or composer has been received over time. The current study is valuable for providing a model for examining the contexts in

---

which music history narratives are formed and taught, and for conducting further historiographical studies in musicology.

The current study examines the changes to the narrative of Josquin’s life and works across the span of the first eight editions of *AHWM* and the first six editions of *NAWM*. The first section is an overview of the history of (and major changes to) Josquin’s biography as discussed in the scholarly literature. The second section focuses on the changes made to Josquin’s biography through the eight editions of *AHWM* between 1960 and 2010. In the third section, particular emphasis is placed on studying the inclusions, additions, deletions, or persistence of particular works of Josquin through the editions of *AHWM* and its associated anthologies. A total of eighteen works attributed to Josquin have discussed in *AHWM* between the first edition in 1960 and the eighth edition in 2010. Out of these, eight have appeared in *NAWM*, while several more pieces were drawn from in *The Historical Anthology of Music* and *Masterpieces of Music Before 1750* before the introduction of *NAWM* in 1980.²

---

A History of Scholarship on Josquin

Perhaps the history of Josquin’s life and works as portrayed in AHWM and NAWM, and the significance of the changes to those items throughout the editions, would be clearer if first an overview of the history of Josquin studies were given. From very early on in the study of music history, Josquin was regarded as the best composer of the Renaissance and the leading composer of the Franco-Flemish generation from around 1450. The nineteenth-century German scholar August Wilhelm Ambros, in his monumental Geschichte der Musik, declared that, in the history of music, Josquin was one of the first composers to show the “imprint of genius” and devoted over thirty pages to discussing and analyzing Josquin’s music.3

One of the great strides forward for Josquin studies in the early twentieth century came when the Vereniging voor Nederlandsche Muziekgeschiedenis chose to sponsor Albert Smijers in the compilation of a collected works edition for Josquin. The first volume came out in 1921, and the last came out – two editors and several decades later – in 1969.4


Meanwhile, in 1956, Claudio Sartori had published an article identifying Josquin as an adult singer, or *biscantor*, working in Milan from 1459 to 1472. This necessitated a change in Josquin’s established birth year from 1450 to a decade earlier, circa 1440.\(^5\) Another turning point for Josquin studies came in when Helmuth Osthoff published the first comprehensive biography of Josquin – in two volumes. The first volume came out in 1962, the second in 1965. This biography was a monumental achievement in assembling and analyzing past scholarship, as well as in setting the tone for much of the Josquin research that came after it.

The 1971 Josquin Festival Conference, held in New York, New York, brought together the best scholars in the field, as well as many students, and spurred scholarship in this area. One of the most important things that came out of the conference were concrete plans for a new edition of Josquin’s collected works, since it had become evident during the finishing of Smijer’s series that new, systematic scholarship needed to be applied to the *oeuvre*. These plans eventually came to fruition as the *New Josquin Edition* (hereafter referred to as the *NJE*), which is still in progress.\(^6\)

The next major development in Josquin studies came in the early and mid-1990s, when Sartori’s proposition of a 1440 birth date and Josquin’s role

---


\(^6\) See Elders, “Report,” 1974; and the “General Introduction” in each volume of the *NJE*.
as a *biscantor* at the Duomo in Milan was dislodged by new evidence. It was shown that the Josquin in Sartori’s Milanese documents was a certain Josquin de Kessalia, not Josquin des Prez. This discovery required the recalculation – yet again – of Josquin’s approximate birth year from circa 1440 back to circa 1450 (or even circa 1455) and once more threw his whole chronology (and canon) into question. Some of these discoveries were published as early as 1994, with the majority being published in 1996.

Additional work published by Lora Matthews and Paul Merkley in 1998 and 1999 established that Josquin had family ties to Condé-sur-l’Escaut, a town now on the Franco-Belgian border, where he spent his last years and died in 1521. It was shown that he was the inheritor of property left to him by an aunt and uncle, and that his father’s family name was Lebloitte, identified by the sobriquet “des Prez.” Furthermore, Herbert Kellman has shown that there were at least two police officers with the distinctive “Lebloitte dit des Prez” surname combination based in Ath in the county of Hainaut during the 1390s and through the late 1440s. He postulates that the younger of the two officers named Gosse Leboitte dit des

---


8 See the first three chapters of David Fallows, *Josquin* (Turnhout, Brepolis): 2009, for his explanation of why he thinks a 1455 birthdate possible.


Prez is the same Gosse listed as Josquin’s father in the documents naming Josquin the heir to his aunt and uncle’s property.\textsuperscript{11}

David Fallows built and expanded on these discoveries to create a new, full-length biography of Josquin in 2009. Dedicated to fellow Renaissance scholar Joshua Rifkin, the book is fairly well balanced, offering Fallows’s own views on controversial points, while also citing opposing opinions. It is especially useful for the chronologies and bibliographies in its appendices.

\textbf{A History of AHWM and NAWM}

The first edition of \textit{AHWM} was written in 1960 by Donald Jay Grout, at the time a professor at Cornell University and the president of the American Musicological Society.\textsuperscript{12} In his preface, Grout recognized that his was only one version of the history of Western art music, and that it represented only a small slice of the developments in music around the world through the ages. Rather than create his own anthology to accompany \textit{AHWM}, Grout chose to refer readers to scores in already published anthologies such as \textit{The Historical Anthology of Music (HAM)} and

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Masterpieces of Music Before 1750 (MM). It is interesting to note that MM was also a Norton publication; perhaps this influenced Grout’s decision about whether or not to create a separate anthology for AHWM.

Upon close evaluation, it seems that the biography of Josquin included in the 1960 edition of AHWM is indebted to the revised, 1959 edition of Music in the Renaissance by Gustave Reese, also a Norton publication. While Reese’s discussion of Josquin’s life and works is much more detailed and includes more extensive analysis of more compositions than Grout’s, it appears that Grout drew some of his language and ideas for musical examples from Reese.

Both authors reported that Josquin had been a choirboy at St. Quentin, had worked for the Sforzas in Milan starting around 1474 or 1475, and served in the Papal chapel from 1486-1494, with occasional sojourns in Florence, Modena, and Ferrara. Both also agreed that Josquin had worked for Louis XII of France for a period of time before 1515, and had died in Condé in 1521. One of the few differences in the two texts is a slight disagreement on the date of Josquin’s birth. Grout fully followed Sartori’s premise of a 1440 birth date, while Reese amended the 1450 date found in the first edition of his book to 1445 for the revised edition – a compromise that agreed with the earlier work of Ambros.13

---

The next two editions of *AHWM*, in 1973 and 1980, respectively, basically followed the pattern set forth in the first edition for Josquin’s biography. There were only minor changes in wording and facts, such as the addition of the speculation that Josquin’s birthplace was somewhere in the county of Hainaut on the Franco-Belgian border, and a solidification of the dates of Josquin’s service to Louis XII as being from 1501-1503. The most significant innovation for the third edition was the introduction of *NAWM*, a companion anthology, edited by Claude V. Palisca. (Coincidentally, just a few years earlier, in his capacity as American Musicological Society president Palisca had been instrumental in helping Edward Lowinsky organize the 1971 Josquin Festival-Conference and had delivered the opening welcome for the event.)

Due to ill health, Grout was not able to participate in the preparation of the fourth edition of *AWHM*. Palisca was asked by the publisher to assume authorship, and he released new, overhauled versions of the text and anthology in 1988, one year after Grout’s death. There were several changes to Josquin’s biography in this edition, including a more explicit articulation of

---

Sartori’s idea that the composer had been a singer at the Milan cathedral between 1459 and 1472, and an expansion of his involvement with the Sforza family in the 1480s.

The fifth edition in 1996 as a whole was, according to Palisca, entirely rewritten.\(^{18}\) The biographical details for Josquin, however, remained relatively unchanged from the previous edition, although there were some changes to the included musical examples – alterations that are discussed in the next section of this study. Perhaps the most significant development for the fifth edition was the addition to the editorial team of J. Peter Burkholder, who created a study and listening guide to accompany the textbook and anthology.\(^{19}\)

A sea change to Josquin’s biography came with the sixth edition of *AHWM* published in 2001. While it appears that the evidence uncovered by Merkley, Matthews, and Roth in the mid-1990s was too new to be included in the fifth edition of *AHWM* in 1996, after six to seven years Palisca must have deemed their views solid enough to include in a textbook. Conceivably some of these changes were also due to the implementation of an editorial review board.\(^{20}\) In any case, Josquin’s birth date was changed to 1450 and the erroneously attributed years at Milan from 1459-1472 deleted. Instead,


\(^{19}\) Ibid., xiii.

Palisca listed Josquin as working for Réné of Anjou around 1477, at the Sforza chapel in Milan from 1484-89, and at the papal chapel from 1486 to 1494/5. The evidence for Josquin claiming his inheritance from his aunt and uncle in 1483 was also included. The most stable facts about the end of his life – that he had died in 1521 as the provost at Condé – remained the same as in previous editions.

Regrettably, Palisca died in January of 2001, leaving AHWM and NAWM to Burkholder. In 2006, Burkholder published new, completely re-conceived editions of each. Chapters were re-divided, and more effort was put into contextualizing the times, peoples, and places of each kind of music. For example, sections on American music were integrated into the text in their chronological places instead of being segregated into one section at the end of the textbook. An all color format was adopted, and composer biographies were put into vignettes, as were excerpted readings from historical sources. Also included were colored historical, political, and geographical maps that helped the reader navigate and contextualize a composer’s world.

As for Josquin’s biography, a 1450 birth date was maintained in the seventh edition, while the idea that Josquin may have been a choirboy at St. Quentin was reintroduced. ²¹ The rest of the biography perpetuated the changes introduced in the sixth edition: that Josquin had worked in the south

²¹ Fallows rejects the idea the Josquin was either born or served as a choirboy in St. Quentin. See Fallows, Josquin, 14-21.
of France at Aix-en-Provence for Réné, Duke of Anjou, from sometime in the late 1470s until Réné’s death in 1480; that he had then probably transferred, with the rest of the duke’s singers, to the chapel of Louis XI at the Sainte Chapelle in Paris. Additionally, Josquin is described as working for the Sforza family in Milan from 1484-89, and then in the papal choir in the Sistine chapel starting in 1489 or later, before serving for a year – as the highest paid member of the ducal chapel – at the court of Ercole I d’Este in Ferrara. In 1504 Josquin left Ferrara and returned north. (*AHWM* says he may have been fleeing an episode of plague). Burkholder follows the evidence of both old and new scholarship in stating that from then on Josquin was provost at the church of Notre Dame in Condé-sur-l’Escaut until his death in 1521.

The eighth edition of *AHWM* in 2010 maintained, on the whole, the narrative set out by Burkholder in the seventh edition, with only a few inconsequential emendations. Overall, the changes to each edition from 1960 to 2010 seem to have been driven largely by editorial choice and interpretation as well as changes in the knowledge base of musicological scholarship at large.

---

22 Burkholder, *AHWM* 2006, 203; for an account of Josquin’s years in the papal chapel, see Starr, “Josquin, Rome, and a Case of Mistaken Identity.”
Works by Josquin in *AHWM* and *NAWM*

While each edition of *AHWM* is organized differently, with notable changes made by each new editor, the discussion of Josquin’s music in all eight editions is centered around three main genres of composition: masses, motets, and chansons. Therefore, the following discussion is also structured in the same manner. While not cited in any edition of *AHWM*, in the following discussion *NJE* numbers are occasionally used to disambiguate works one from another. A full table of *NJE* numbers for the works discussed may be found in the Appendix.

**Masses**

Of the twenty masses ascribed to Josquin in the 2001 edition of *The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians*, five are discussed in *AHWM* and *NAWM*, with some masses being consistently mentioned and others appearing, disappearing, and reappearing. The chosen masses illustrate various compositional techniques, although the examples of *cantus firmus mass*, *parody/imitation/derived mass*, and *paraphrase mass* sometimes change from edition to edition (See TABLE 1).

Three of Josquin’s masses are represented in all eight editions of *AHWM*: *Missa L’homme armé*, *Super voces musicalis*, *Missa Hercules dux Ferrarie*, and *Missa Malheur me bat*. 
The first work is used to link Josquin’s compositions to the older *cantus firmus* tradition, and there is a brief discussion of the ingenuity with which Josquin transposes the *L’homme armé* tune to the various degrees of the hexachord, but this is done without in-text musical incipits or reference to any anthology. (While not mentioned in the text, an excerpt of the Agnus Dei from this mass was available as *HAM #89*, an anthology that Grout referred to in conjunction with the motet *Tu pauperum refugiam*, discussed later on.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASSES</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>NJE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missa Faysant regretz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Hercules dux Ferrarie</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa <em>L’homme armé</em>... super voces (Agnus Dei)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Malheur me bat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Pange Lingua - Agnus Dei</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Pange Lingua (Credo and Kyrie)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1.** Most of the masses named in an edition of AHWM are not cross-referenced in an anthology. The *Agnus Dei* from Missa *L’homme armé*...super voces is found in HAM; the *Credo* and *Kyrie* from the Missa *Pange Lingua* are found in the 1996, 2001, and 2010 editions of NAWM. While the NJE volume for Missa *L’homme armé*...super voces was not available for review at the time of writing, the other four masses are accepted in NJE as authentic.

An “x” is marked in the column for the edition of AHWM in which a work is included. Colored boxes indicate inclusion in an anthology: light green for HAM, terra cotta for MM, and yellow for NAWM. The colors up in the row for the AHWM edition numbers represent the three authors: Grout, Palisca, and Burkholder.

In the NJE column, green and an “x” mean that a work is accepted therein as authentic, dark blue and an “o” mean that the volume containing that work hasn’t been published yet, and gold and an asterisk (which mirrors the NJE’s own starring system) indicates that the work is regarded as an opera dubia. This color scheme is based on the one found in stoplights at street intersections; however, no blatantly “red” or spurious works are seen in this chart.
A brief mention of the *Missa Hercules* illustrates the technique of *sogetto cavato dalle vocale*, whereby solfege syllables are matched to the vowels of a word or phrase to create a musical motif that is used as a basis of a composition.

Throughout the editions, *Missa Malheur me bat* is used as an example of a parody or imitation mass. The first two editions refer to it as a parody mass, as does the third, but Palisca notes that perhaps “derived mass” would be a better term.\(^{23}\) From the fourth edition on it is called an imitation mass. Regardless of the term used, all the voices in this type of mass are derived from a polyphonic source.\(^{24}\)

In contrast, each voice in a mass like *Missa Faysant regretz* is drawn from a monophonic source in one way or another. These types of masses are known as *paraphrase masses*.\(^{25}\) *Missa Faysant regretz* appears as the example for this compositional technique in only the first three editions of *AHWM*.


The Agnus Dei from the *Missa Pange Lingua* is cited in the first two editions of *AHWM* as “an incomparable prayer for peace.” The Credo and Kyrie from the same mass are mentioned in editions six through eight and are accompanied by scores and additional commentary in the accompanying editions of *NAWM*. It is not clear why the Agnus Dei was dropped, nor why the Credo and Kyrie were later added. Perhaps this was simply a matter of editorial preference.

Overall, the examples used to illustrate Josquin’s masses remain fairly stable through the editions, though it is interesting to note the disappearance of *Missa Faysans regretz* after the third edition of *AHWM*, and the reintroduction of *Missa Pange Lingua* with different movements in edition six after a hiatus of three editions.

**Motets**

Josquin was arguably one of the most prolific and important motet composers of his generation, and his numerous motets show an astonishing array of compositional ingenuity and sensitivity to the motet texts. Thus, along with his masses, his motets form a central core of his *oeuvre*. Through the editions of *AHWM* and *NAWM*, there are a total of ten motets discussed (See TABLE 2).

26 Grout, *AHWM* 1973, 204.
While there is little discussion of its musical features, Josquin’s motet *Nymphes des bois* or *Deploration sur le trepass de Johannes Ockeghem* is used in all eight editions of *AHWM* to show Ockeghem’s importance as a composer and to link Josquin, Jacob Obrecht, and Heinrich Issac to the preceding generation of Northern composers.

Another lamentation, *Absolon fili mi* is presented in the first four editions of *AHWM* as a fabulous example of text-painting, and is based on King David’s cry of anguish over the death of his son:

*Absalon fili mi, quis det ut moriar pro te, Absalon? Non vivam utra, sed descendam in infernum plorans* (2 Samuel 18:33).

Grout notes in the first edition that “on the words ‘but go down weeping to the grave’ ... the voices descend not only melodically but harmonically, taking the music through the circle of fifths from G to E-flat,” an innovative feature for the time. But whether or not this work is truly by Josquin has become

---


This controversy may explain its disappearance when \textit{AHWM} was completely rewritten for the fifth edition in 1996.

The first three editions of \textit{AHWM} contain a fairly detailed discussion of an \textit{Ave Maria} by Josquin, but it not clear which \textit{Ave Maria} is meant, especially since there are at least three \textit{Ave Marias} that are solidly ascribed to Josquin and several more that are \textit{opera dubia}. The first two editions refer the reader to a score for this \textit{Ave Maria} in \textit{Masterpieces of Music before 1750}, but \textit{MM} does no better than \textit{AHWM} in specifying which \textit{Ave Maria} is included. The discussion of this \textit{Ave Maria} in the \textit{AHWM} text becomes even murkier in the third edition of \textit{AHWM}, when the citation to \textit{MM} is dropped. But by comparing the \textit{MM} score with the scores for the different \textit{Ave Marias} in the \textit{NJE}, I identified the \textit{Ave Maria} in question as \textit{Ave Maria...benedicta tu} (\textit{NJE 23.4}). Also, by examining the \textit{AHWM} text surrounding the \textit{Ave Maria} attribution in the third edition and comparing it with the parallel section in
the first two editions of *AHWM*, I was able to determine that the *Ave Maria* discussed in the third edition is also *Ave Maria...benedicta tu*.

The most famous *Ave Maria* by Josquin, *Ave Maria...virgo serena* (*NJE 23.6*), is included in editions five through eight of *AHWM*, and appears with score and commentary in the fifth and sixth editions of *NAWM*. This work is often considered one of the gems in Josquin’s output, though there remains some ambiguity about its place in his chronology.\(^{29}\)

The motets *Mittit ad virginem* and *Virgo prudentissima* both receive brief mention in the first two editions of *AHWM*, while *Tu pauperum refugium* is treated in somewhat greater length. (Perhaps this is because it was available, and cited as so, in the first volume of *HAM*). *Tu pauperum* is mentioned as forming the *secunda pars* of a larger motet, but it is not stated which motet this is. It is actually part of *Magnus es tu Domine* (*NJE 21.6*).

When Palisca assumed the primary authorship of *AHWM* for the third edition, the selection of motets shifted. *Mittit ad virginem*, *Virgo prudentissima*, and *Tu pauperum refugium* were dropped in favor of *Tu solus qui facis mirabilia* and the psalm motets *Dominus regnavit* and *De profundis clamavi* were added.

Included in the first, second, and third edition of *NAWM*, *Tu solus* received extended discussion in *AWHM* editions three through five, but for

some reason was dropped in edition six, even though Palisca was still listed as the main editor. Its interest as a motet rests partly on its cantus firmus being drawn from D’ung aultre amer, a chanson by Ockeghem used earlier in the textbook and anthology. Showing how the chanson was used by Josquin in Tu solus allowed Palisca to build on earlier sections of the textbook and demonstrate how composers incorporated earlier cantus firmi into their own works. It is also used as an example of the Milanese practice of motteti missale, whereby sections of the Mass were replaced with motets. Palisca suggests that Tu solus was used in this manner to replace the Benedictus and Osanna II in Josquin’s Missa D’ung aultre amer, though not all scholars are convinced the latter work is authentic. The question of attribution is further complicated by the shifting views of Josquin’s relationship to Milan, and the dates he may (or may not) have been employed there.

Palisca included the psalm motet Dominus regnavit in the third and fourth editions of AHWM, and the first and second editions of NAWM. At a time when AHWM stated Josquin’s birth date as c. 1440, Palisca praised Dominus regnavit as a late work that shows Josquin at his best both as an architect of antiphonal and imitative structures and as an interpreter of a sacred


text... free of any borrowed melody, Josquin [was] able to respond with his musical instincts to the text: its form, its words, and its content.\textsuperscript{32}

However, \textit{Dominus regnavit} was dropped in favor of \textit{De profundis} as the psalm motet example in \textit{AWHM} editions five and six. The corresponding scores in \textit{NAWM} were also changed. Perhaps this was partially due to the rampant problems of provenance and authenticity for \textit{Dominus regnavit}, even though earlier scholars had accepted it.\textsuperscript{33}

Just as with the \textit{Ave Marias}, there are several versions of \textit{De profundis} that are ascribed to Josquin. The one used by Palisca is the low-clef version for four voices (\textit{NJE 15.11}). While some have doubted that this \textit{De profundis} is an authentic composition by Josquin, it is nevertheless a splendidly beautiful example of text painting, with the voices rising one by one “out of the depths” of the bass line.

The section on Josquin’ motets seems to have undergone more changes over the course of time than the section on his masses. This may be in part because the first few editions discussed the motets in two places – first in a short paragraph between the biographical sketch of Josquin and the section on his masses, and then in a second, separate section devoted to discussing


the motets as a genre – while later editions consolidated the discussion into one section and reduced the number of works mentioned.\textsuperscript{34}

\textit{Chansons}

Josquin was heir to a rich tradition of secular chanson writing by Du Fay, Busnoys, Binchois, and Ockeghem. Out of more than sixty chansons recognized as authentic and another thirty regarded as dubious,\textsuperscript{35} three of Josquin’s chansons are discussed in the pages of \textit{AHWM} in the course of its eight editions: \textit{Adieu mes amours}, \textit{Faulte d’argent}, and \textit{Mille regretz} in both Josquin’s setting for four voices and a later intabulation for vihuela of Josquin’s work by Luis de Narváez.\textsuperscript{36} (See TABLE 3).

The changes in the \textit{AHWM} section on Josquin’s chansons allow for a miniature case study of the editorial practice in the textbook. In Grout’s original work, some of the chapter sections were somewhat disorganized or split up. Thus, several pages separated the section on Petrucci and the advent of music printing from the discussion of the \textit{Odhecaton} and \textit{Canti B} and \textit{C}. Furthermore, the section on Josquin’s chansons was included in the

\textsuperscript{34} Compare Grout, \textit{AHWM} 1973, 195, 199; Burkholder, \textit{AHWM} 2006, 205.


discussion of the *Odhecaton* and actually preceded the section on his biography, masses, and motets.\(^{37}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANSONS</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>NJE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adieu mes amours</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faute d’argent</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mille regretz - intabulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mille regretz - orig.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3.** *Adieu mes amours* was included in the text of AHWM for the first six editions, but never cited in an anthology. It is regarded as one of the most secure attributions in Josquin’s canon.

Faute d’argent appeared in the first six editions of AHWM with a citation to HAM #91, even after the introduction of NAWM in 1980 along with the third edition. It has not yet been released in the NJE series, however it is generally accepted as authentic.

Mille regretz has been the NAWM staple example of a Josquin chanson since the introduction of the anthology, minus one year (2001) when it was cut from both AHWM and NAWM for editorial reasons. The attribution for Mille regretz is problematic because stylistically it dates from the 1520s, right around the time of Josquin’s death. Nevertheless Fallows and his team accepted it as probably authentic for the 28th volume of NJE under their direction, basing the ascription in part on the evidence from intabulations such as the one mentioned in AHWM and included in NAWM.

The changes in the *AHWM* section on Josquin’s chansons allow for a miniature case study of the editorial practice in the textbook. In Grout’s original work, some of the chapter sections were somewhat disorganized or split up. Thus, several pages separated the section on Petrucci and the advent of music printing from the discussion of the *Odhecaton* and *Canti B* and *C*. Furthermore, the section on Josquin’s chansons was included in the

discussion of the *Odhecaton* and actually preceded the section on his biography, masses, and motets.  

In his discussion of Josquin’s chansons Grout chose to include as examples *Adieu mes amours*, a very securely attributed four-voice work, and *Faulte d’argent*, an unusual but accepted five-voice work. Perhaps some of the motivation for including *Faulte d’argent*, at least in the first two editions, before the introduction of *NAWM*, was that a score of it was available in the *Historical Anthology of Music*.

In the third edition, Grout expanded the discussion of Josquin’s chansons to include *Mille regretz*, and both Josquin’s four-voice setting and a later intabulation for vihuela by Luis de Narváez were included in the first edition of *NAWM*. This is a curious choice. While *Mille regretz* is often regarded as one of Josquin’s most beloved and frequently performed and

---


41 Davison and Apel, *Historical Anthology of Music*, vol. 1, 93-95.


For the fourth and fifth editions of *AHWM*, Palisca let Grout’s prose and structure from the first three editions stand as they were. Then, in the sixth edition, he reduced the size of the section on the *Odhecaton* and cut *Mille regretz* from both *AHWM* and *NAWM*.\footnote{Compare Grout and Palisca, *AHWM* 1996, 172-173; Grout and Palisca, *AHWM* 2001, 163.} This may have been in response to Louise Litterick’s critique and dismissal of the piece the year before in *The Josquin Companion*, though it is not clear if this was the case.\footnote{See Litterick, 2000, 374-376.}

When Burkholder assumed editorship for the seventh edition in 2006, he completely reorganized the chapter structure of *AHWM*. The section on the *Odhecaton* was merged with the section on music printing in a special “interlude” section between chapters seven and eight.\footnote{Burkholder, *AHWM* 2010, 164-165.} (Oddly enough, this section is not indexed in the front of the book – an inconvenience when trying to locate it.) Also, Burkholder moved the section on Josquin’s chansons into a
more logical place, so that the discussion of Josquin’s musical output – motets, masses, and chansons – followed the discussion of his biography.47

These changes meant that the text blocks containing discussion of Adieu mes amours and Faulte d’argent were cut and discarded. Curiously enough, the section on Mille regretz was reinstated, albeit with some changes, and both the four-voice setting and the intabulation for vihuela again included in NAWM.48 It is not clear why this was done, since both Adieu mes amours and Faulte d’argent have more secure attributions. Perhaps Burkholder had a special affinity for the piece; perhaps discussing it allowed him to build on previous work when including the intabulation for vihuela in a later chapter of AHWM on the rise of instrumental music during the Renaissance.49 Also, its reinstatement may have been in response to the scholarship of David Fallows, who argued for the work’s continued acceptance in Josquin’s canon in both a 2001 article entitled “Who composed Mille regretz?” and in the critical commentary for the twenty-eighth volume of the NJE, published in 2005, just a year before the sixth edition of AHWM came out in 2006.

If so, it is particularly appropriate that the intabulated version for vihuela was included, since Fallows’s view that Mille regretz is probably by

47 Burkholder, AHWM 2010, 203-209.
49 Burkholder, AHWM 2010, ch. 12, specifically 274-275.
Josquin is based on how such transcriptions and intabulations fit into the transmission history – or “stemma” – of the work.\textsuperscript{50} Considering the changes made around \textit{Mille regretz} in both the sixth and seventh editions of \textit{AHWM}, it is possible to see how the editors of \textit{AHWM} could be very quick to respond to developments in scholarship at large – sometimes within a year if a new edition was forthcoming.

Not surprisingly, Burkholder maintained the changes he had made in 2006 to the section on Josquin’s chansons in the 2010 editions of \textit{AHWM} and \textit{NAWM}.

\textbf{Conclusions}

Out of Josquin’s eighteen compositions discussed in \textit{AHWM} and \textit{NAWM}, the section on his motets has undergone the most revision. In contrast, the section on his masses has remained fairly stable. The section on Josquin’s chansons was pared down from a discussion of three works for the first six editions to just one, \textit{Mille regretz}, in the seventh and eighth editions. Despite the volatile nature of Josquin’s chronology and canon, most of the works mentioned in \textit{AHWM} and \textit{NAWM} are authenticated in \textit{NJE}, with varying degrees of surety. In examining the works represented, it seems that the Grout, Palisca, and Burkholder made changes both for editorial reasons,

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{50} Fallows, \textit{Josquin}, 339.}
such as length, and in response to wider debates about a particular work’s authenticity.

With the uncovering of new documentary evidence, the biography of Josquin drastically changed in both the 1950s and in the 1990s. In comparing the differences between each edition, it seems that his biography in *AHWM* was regularly changed in response to these shifts in scholarship, often within an edition or two. The biographical section for Josquin in *AHWM* also saw significant changes when under the direction of a new co-author. This is especially evident in edition seven in 2006, when there was a convergence of a new co-author, Burkholder, with a body of recent, ground-shifting scholarly work.

Perhaps more importantly, it seems that the way Josquin’s story is told has shifted in the past fifty years. In the first edition of *AHWM*, Grout reflected the pompous, heroic narrative espoused by Ambros – that Josquin was perhaps the first composer in history to have the imprint of genius – and championed Josquin as the Beethoven of his day.\(^{51}\) But with the complete upheaval and rearrangement of Josquin’s biography in the 1990s, Josquin scholars were forced to completely reevaluate what they knew and how they told the story of “Josquin the great composer.” This is reflected in Burkholder’s prose for the seventh and eighth editions of *AHWM*, where the tone is much humbler than in Grout’s first edition. Burkholder admitted that

“Josquin’s biography has been clarified by recent research, but there are still gaps.” Burkholder’s narrative seems less fixated on proving genius, and more concerned with inviting the reader to consider the evidence through source readings and a transparent scholarly attitude about what is, and is not, known about a particular composer – in this case, Josquin. Overall, a historiographical study of the entries for Josquin in AHWM show both the contentious, malleable nature of his canon and chronology, as well as demonstrate the ways historical, musicological narratives are told differently now than in 1960.

52 Burkholder, AHWM 2010, 204 (vignette).
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APPENDIX:

List of *NJE* numbers for works discussed throughout *AHWM* and its related anthologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NJE number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absalon fili mi</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adieu mes amours</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave Maria (benedicta tu)</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave Maria (virgo serena)</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De profundis</td>
<td>*15.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominus regnavit</td>
<td>*17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faute d’argent</td>
<td>(29.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mille regretz</td>
<td>28.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Faysant regretz</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Hercules dux Ferrariae</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa L'homme arme...super voces</td>
<td>(6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Malheur me bat</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missa Pange Lingua</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittit ad virginem</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nymphes des bois</td>
<td>(29.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu pauperum refugium (Secunda pars of Magnus est tu Domine)</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu solus qui facis mirabilia*</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo prudentissima</td>
<td>25.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Works not yet published are included in parentheses. *Opera dubia* are marked with an asterisk to reflect the starring system in NJE itself.
IN SEARCH OF
MEDIEVAL IRISH CHANT AND LITURGY:
A CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW
OF THE
SECONDARY LITERATURE

Introduction

The study of chant, especially in the earliest periods of Christianity before the introduction of musical notation, is inextricable from the study of liturgy. Text-only liturgical manuscripts – such as Psalters, graduals, antiphoners, breviaries, and missals – give us the contents and structures of ecclesiastical and monastic services, allowing us to compare liturgical practices from across medieval Christendom and make inferences about the relationships between different regional traditions.53 Even after the introduction of musical notation in the 9th or 10th century CE, chant and liturgy are best understood together, since one forms an essential part of the other. This is as true for sources for chant and liturgy in Ireland as for sources from the rest of Europe, and it can be argued that the study of Irish and Irish-derived sources not only illuminates the development and practice

53 While some later antiphoners and graduals have notation, the earliest ones do not. See, for example, the comparative charts in René-Jean Hesbert, Antiphonale Missarum sextuplex. (Brussels: Vromant, 1935; reprinted Rome: Herder, 1967).
of Christianity in Ireland itself, but also augments our understanding of what was happening in medieval Europe at large.

As authors such as Thomas Cahill have shown, an understanding of Irish monasticism and missionary activity is crucial to understanding the preservation of Classical learning following the collapse of the Roman Empire during the fifth century CE.\textsuperscript{54} Furthermore, Irish monastic foundations on the continent, such as St. Gall, Luxeuil, and Bobbio, are the sources of some of the most important early liturgical manuscripts with musical notation in existence.\textsuperscript{55} While the relationship between the liturgical practices of these monasteries at their founding in the 6th and 7th centuries and the later preservation of various chants in notation during the 10th century is not clear, seeking to identify liturgical and musical practices in medieval Ireland not only illuminates the history of Christianity in the Emerald Isle, but also augments our understanding of chant practices across Europe.\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{54} Thomas Cahill, \textit{How the Irish Saved Civilization: The Untold Story of Ireland's Heroic Role from the Fall of Rome to the Rise of Medieval Europe} (New York: Anchor Books, 1995).


One challenge facing researchers is that much of the relevant secondary scholarship about early Irish chant and liturgy is scattered among the fields of liturgical studies, Celtic studies, church history, Irish history, and musicology. Also, while the study of Irish chant repertoire and sources has its roots in the nineteenth century, it is only in the past few decades that this niche of scholarship has received a more thorough investigation.

In response to these developments, this study provides a focused, introductory overview of the secondary literature on medieval Irish chant and liturgy. Structured as a selective chronological bibliographic essay and literature review, the study spans scholarship from the nineteenth through the twenty-first centuries. Since not all sources consulted for this study are discussed in the essay, readers may wish to look at the works consulted list and the chronological bibliography in the appendix for a more complete overview of sources. This historiographical review of the secondary literature on early Irish chant and liturgy starts with the work of Frederick Warren in the late nineteenth century and ends with the publication of the monumental *New History of Ireland* in 2005. In the present context, “medieval Irish chant and liturgy” refers to the practices of the churches and monasteries in Ireland, and Irish monastic foundations in continental Europe, from the introduction of Christianity to Ireland during the fifth and sixth centuries CE through the ascendancy of Anglo-Norman power under Henry II in the twelfth century to a cut-off point of around 1300 or 1400 CE.
Frederick Warren

The foundational nineteenth-century work on early and medieval Irish liturgy and chant is Frederick Warren’s *The Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church*. Published in 1881, it is especially useful for its systematic comparisons of what was known in Warren’s time of the difference between Irish and Roman liturgy, and for its lists of primary and secondary sources. Warren believed in a “Celtic Rite,” or liturgical characteristics shared by the churches of Celtic-speaking peoples across Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Brittany, and the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of England before the gradual promulgation of more Roman-style rites across these regions from the seventh or eight century C.E. forward.

Though his book title references this “Celtic Church,” Warren was predominantly interested in sources and evidence for medieval Irish liturgy. As an ordained Anglican priest, his search for an ancient insular liturgy

---


58 One important milestone in this centuries-long process was the Synod of Whitby held in Scotland from 664-666 C.E. that attempted to resolve clashes between the Roman and Celtic churches over methods of dating Easter and cutting tonsures, as well as the issues of clerical marriage and mixed monasteries. Other influences may have been the power-consolidating reforms in Gaul and the Holy Roman Empire in the ninth century by the Carolingian rulers Pepin the Short and Charlemagne.

separated from the power of Rome may have come from personal, professional, and political motivations.\textsuperscript{60}

A second edition of Warren's work was published in 1987. Edited by Jane Stevenson, it includes a long and informative introductory essay by Stevenson incorporating more recent scholarship, as well as some additional indexes and an updated bibliography. Stevenson's commentary, annotations, and emendations to the text help the reader navigate Warren's Victorian prose and polemical views. However, Irish musicologist Ann Buckley has pointed out that Stevenson did not catch all of Warren's errors,\textsuperscript{61} so even the second edition of \textit{The Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church} must be read with a critical eye.


\textbf{Early Twentieth-Century Scholars}

In addition to Warren's book, the work of a few early twentieth century scholars is worth noting. In 1910, Dom Louis Gouard's essay "Celtiques (Liturgies)" was published in the \textit{Dictionnaire d'archéologie et de Liturgies}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{60} Henry Chadwick, foreword to Warren, \textit{Liturgy}, vii.
\item \textsuperscript{61} "Music in Ireland to c. 1500," 804. The specific problem in question concerns the possible existence (and destruction) of pipe organs in early Christian Ireland. Buckley believes that the term "organ" does not refer to pipe organs, but to instruments in general; thus, thinking that pipe organs existed in early Irish churches and monasteries comes from a misreading of the original sources.
\end{itemize}
Chretiennes, and 1932 he expanded his observations into a book, Christianity in Celtic Lands.\(^{62}\)

Henry Jenner, in his 1913 article on the “Celtic Rite” in the Catholic Encyclopedia, expressed the view – in counterpoint to Warren – that the Celtic Rite had never been completely separate from Rome, and that it was not uniform – a feature that was not so unusual, since it existed during a time when liturgies all over Europe were not uniform.\(^{63}\) If anything, the liturgy (and, by inference, chants) in medieval Ireland were influenced by the traditions in Gaul, Spain, Rome, Milan, Egypt, Jerusalem, Britain, and elsewhere, and in turn affected the liturgies celebrated in the Irish foundations on the European continent throughout Gaul, Italy, and the Germanic lands.

While now somewhat dated, James F. Kenney’s exhaustive two-volume The Sources for the Early History of Ireland: An Introduction and Guide from 1929 is still an invaluable portal to primary sources and earlier secondary literature. The first volume, on ecclesiastical sources, is especially pertinent for the study of medieval Irish liturgy and chant. The work is structured around topics such as “Ireland in the Ancient World,” “The Irish Church in


the ‘Celtic’ Period,” and “The Monastic Churches, Their Founders and Traditions.” Each of the eight sections comprises a thorough, introductory essay to each topic and a well-annotated bibliography.64

**Kathleen Hughes**

Of the later twentieth-century scholars to challenge the idea a pan-regional Celtic rite, perhaps none was more influential than Kathleen Hughes. In 1966, she published her seminal overview of the early Irish Church, *The Church in Early Irish Society*, and in 1972 provided a key guide for medieval Irish liturgical studies called *Early Christian Ireland: Introduction to the Sources*. These works are important for their interdisciplinary approach, and for their innovative views of early and medieval Irish history. As Dáibhí Ó Crónín has noted,

Scholarly activity in the years since [her death in] 1977 has been profoundly influenced by her teaching and writing. Her first book ... “liberated” the subject from earlier stereotypes and helped to set it on a new course, while her own use of source materials and her [second book] pointed the way to further advances.65

---


In addition to the monographs mentioned above, Hughes published numerous articles. One of the most important of these is “The Celtic Church: Is This A Valid Concept?” first delivered as a lecture and then published posthumously in 1981 in the inaugural issue of *Cambridge Medieval Celtic Studies*. This article compared Irish ecclesiastical and monastic administrative structures with those in Gaul, and questioned whether or not one can speak of a unified Irish or “Celtic Church” in Ireland before the Normans came into power in the twelfth century.

**Frank Ll. Harrison**

In 1967, a year after Hughes published *The Church in Early Irish Society*, Oxford music history professor Frank Llewellyn Harrison published an article called “Polyphony in Medieval Ireland” in a Festschrift honoring noted medieval musicologist Bruno Stäblein. Harrison was astonished that

> The liturgy of the Celtic church, despite the length of its existence and the spread of its influence, has as yet no ascertained musical history. The evidence that it was a sung liturgy comes, for example, from the Venerable Bede ... writing in the seventh century about the church of Lindisfarne [...]. Among the liturgical rubrics which prescribe singing are ... the *Gospel Book of Dimma* (middle of the seventh century) ... the *Book of Mulling* (late seventh century), and ... the *Stowe Missal* of the

---

ninth-tenth century. Nevertheless, the surviving liturgical books and fragments of the Celtic church contain no musical notation, nor have any chants in later manuscripts been plausibly ascribed as yet to a Celtic source. As far as is at present known the music of the Celtic rite has sunk without leaving any trace.\textsuperscript{67}

Earlier in the article, Harrison had categorized the “Celtic rite” and the “Celtic Church” as the Christian institutions that existed in Ireland before “St. Malachy, Archbishop of Armagh from 1134 to 1148, imposed on his church a liturgy approved by Pope Innocent II.” Harrison also believed that “following the conquest of Ireland by the Norman English king Henry II in 1172, the Irish church was ordered to use the English liturgy known as the Use of Sarum.”\textsuperscript{68} The implication of these conclusions was that post-Sarum notated sources from Ireland held little of value for understanding pre-Sarum liturgy and chant in Ireland. Harrison’s article draws heavily on the older work of Warren, and does not seem to question the construction of a monocultural “Celtic” identity, nor does he seem bothered by the interchangeable use of the terms Celtic and Irish. Although the article is very short, Harrison’s impression that the music of the early medieval Irish church was irretrievably lost is quoted (and subsequently challenged) over and over again in literature on Irish chant. Nevertheless, this essay is valuable for having sparked interest and further research in the admittedly obscure topic of chant and liturgy in medieval Ireland.


\textsuperscript{68} Harrison, “Polyphony,” 74.
Bruno Stäblein

Ironically, it was the honoree of Harrison’s essay, Bruno Stäblein, who finally made some progress in suggesting that at least some music of the “Celtic Rite” might be recoverable. In 1973, Stäblein published the groundbreaking article “Zwei Melodien der altirischen Liturgie.” In it he proposed that two chant melodies, *Ibunt Sancti* and *Crucem sanctam subiit*, had unusual phrase structures and might be of Celtic or Irish origin. Part of the evidence for this is that *Ibunt Sancti* was sung by a seventh-century monk on his deathbed in the Irish foundation of Bobbio, and that in the *Navigatio Sancti Brendani* there is an account of St. Brendan and his companions finding an island during their legendary sea voyage where *Ibunt Sancti* was sung all day long.

Aloys Fleishmann

When the *New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians* was published in 1980, it contained an entry by Aloys Fleishmann on music of the Celtic rite. It is useful for its discussion of Irish history, its examination of

---


the prevalent use of hymns in Irish liturgy (a practice that has some correlation in the Gallican rite), and its incorporation of Bruno Stäblein’s new ideas and methodology for trying to recover specimens of Irish chant. It is also useful for its bibliography containing older materials, some of which are not included in the second edition of New Grove. Fleischmann, a German immigrant to Ireland, had previously contributed to the broadening of knowledge on Irish chant with articles such as “Die Iren in der Neumen- und Choralforschung” in 1934 and “Music in Ancient Munster and Monastic Cork” in 1965.

Kenneth Levy

In 1990, a new, second edition of the New Oxford History of Music volume on the early middle ages up to the end of the thirteenth century was published. Completely reorganized and rewritten from previous editions, it reflected new information and changing attitudes in chant and medieval

---

72 The Gallican rite refers to the loosely connected corpus of liturgical traditions in Gaul (now France) before the imposition of the Franco-Roman, “Gregorian” liturgy in the 8th and 9th centuries by Pepin the Short and his son Charlemagne. This imposition, along with the absence of reliable musical notation until the 10th century, obscures older liturgical traditions. In a sense, we can only see “through a glass, darkly,” the musical activities of Christians before the invention of neumatic notation. (1 Corinthians 13, KJV). Thus, chant scholarship investigating pre-Carolingian chant and liturgy is much more difficult than post-Carolingian scholarship, and must focus more on liturgical structures than on melodic possibilities. However, as discussed above, there do seem to be some echoes of these earlier traditions even in later manuscripts.

scholarship towards literacy and orality precipitated by scholars such as Leo Treitler. One of the new entries was “Latin Chant Outside the Roman Tradition” by Kenneth Levy. This article discusses characteristics of chant in general, gives brief overview of early liturgical texts for “Celtic chant,” and puzzles over the dearth of sources, despite the vigorous missionary activity of Irish monks. Two years later, Levy participated in a roundtable discussion of non-Roman chants at the 1992 International Musicological Society meeting in Madrid, Spain. His conference paper abstract, “The Iberian Peninsula and the Formation of Early Western Chant,” is useful for its acknowledgement of the importance of looking beyond Rome for the development of chant, and for de-centering the evolution of Roman chants as the most important narrative.


Patrick Brannon

A significant contribution to understanding later medieval Irish chant practice is Patrick Brannon’s 1990 doctoral dissertation, “A Contextual Study of the Four Notated Sarum Divine Office Manuscripts from Anglo-Norman Ireland.” This work challenged Harrison’s assumptions that the Celtic rite had “sunk without a trace,” and also established the legitimacy of studying notated Irish manuscripts from after the Norman invasion and imposition of the Sarum rite. (This is in contrast to Fleischmann’s view, expressed in his 1980 New Grove article, that Irish Sarum use could largely be ignored when searching for the early medieval “Celtic rite”). Following the publication of his dissertation, Brannon also presented his views on the connections and relationships between fifteenth century Irish and British uses of the Sarum rite in the article “The Search for the Celtic Rite,” published in 1993. While focused on later medieval sources, there is a good presentation of the overall history of music and liturgy in the medieval Irish church.

Ann Buckley

Along with Brannon, Ann Buckley emerged as the most prolific scholar of Celtic chant in the 1990s. Her command of a wide array of literature is


78 Ibid., 14-16.
impressive, as is her work in musical archeology, organology, and iconography. In a monumental 1995 article called “And His Voice Swelled Like a Terrible Thunderstorm....’: music as Symbolic Sound in Medieval Irish Society,” Buckley discusses documentary and archeological evidence for music and musicians in ancient Irish society, as well as the search for the Celtic rite. She argues against marginalizing material from the “Celtic fringe” of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and Brittany, and challenges scholarly attitudes that view Irish chant source materials as having nothing to contribute to a wider understanding of chant development and practices throughout medieval Europe. She warns against the tendency of not understanding Irish sources in the context of other continental European sources, either viewing these materials as isolated examples on the fringes of liturgical practice or succumbing to what she calls a “magic bag syndrome” whereby things that are odd or mystical are stuffed under the label “Celtic,” regardless of their true origins.

Early Music on Irish Music: The Special 2001 Issue

In 1998, Buckley and Brannon organized a presentation session on Irish music at the annual International Congress for Medieval Studies held


80 Ibid., 20-23.
at the University of Western Michigan in Kalamazoo, MI. The results of these conference presentations were compiled and published in 2000 in a special issue of Early Music devoted entirely to medieval Irish music. The issue featured articles by Buckley and Brannon, as well as Martin Czernin, Sara Gibbs Casey, Theodore Karp, Barra Boydell, Paul Nixon, and the early music group Altramar.

In Buckley’s opening Early Music editorial, she pointed out that studying Celtic material is important for our understanding of medieval music as a whole, even though “Irish medieval notated sources are few, and late in date, compared with most of western Europe – though the quantity is considerably greater than for either Scotland or Wales.” She called for more detailed medieval scholarship throughout Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, and for systematic examination of known medieval manuscripts for clues to their chant repertories. While she acknowledged the contributions of Fleischmann, Stäblein, and Harrison to the field of Irish chant studies, she also pointed out the problems with their views. Buckley stated that the goal of scholarship in this area should not only be to search for distinctive features of Irish chant, but also to thoroughly take stock of the sources that currently exist, examining them and indexing their contents without dismissing any of them.


Thus the aim of the special issue was to explore and demonstrate the scope and relevance of medieval Irish music, not only for the history of music in Ireland, but also for the history of music in the rest of Western Europe.

Buckley’s main article for the special issue, “Music and Musicians in Medieval Irish Society,” discusses iconographic, archaeological and documentary evidence for the role of music and musicians in ancient and early medieval Ireland. It includes a discussion of liturgical sources, and gives plausible inferences about musical practice in medieval Ireland from those manuscript sources. In the article, Buckley announced her intention to compile a reference work of *Liturgical Sources for the Veneration of Irish Saints* in collaboration with Sara Gibbs Casey, but as of 2013 this work has yet to be published.

Brannon’s article, “Medieval Ireland: Music in Cathedral, Church and Cloister,” provides a nicely laid out, brief overview of the primary sources for Irish chant, such as the Stowe Missal, the Antiphonary of Bangor, and the Irish Liber Hymnorum. He states: “these sources reveal that the Celtic Rite was essentially Roman in both structure and contents, yet contained Gallican characteristics such as the liturgical use of hymns.” Then, as in his

---

83 Ibid., 165.


85 Ibid., 194.
dissertation and previous articles, Brannon discusses the relationship of Irish chant to Sarum use, and the Sarum-style sources, such as the Lambeth Palace Missal. He analyzes two chants – *Ecce fulget* and *Ductu angelico* – for correlations to Sarum use, and discusses known extant Irish manuscripts that have musical notation.

One of the most interesting articles in the issue is “Through a Glass, Darkly: Steps Towards Reconstructing Irish chant from the Neumes of the Drummond Missal” by Sara Gibbs Casey.\(^{86}\) This is an important report on deciphering the earliest known examples of musical notation in an Irish source, a source that had previously been dismissed as indecipherable because of the nature of the un-heightened neumes in the Missal. Casey demonstrates ingenuity and persistence in her analyses, and while her findings are not conclusive, they are the closest anyone has come to being able to read the Drummond neumes.

Martin Czernin’s contribution to the special issue, “Fragments of Liturgical Chant from Medieval Irish Monasteries in Continental Europe” is valuable for its discussion of manuscript fragments in the Irish-founded Schottenstift library in Vienna.\(^{87}\) These manuscripts preserve traces of a unique Irish-derived liturgy at an all-Irish monastery in Vienna from the


twelfth through the fifteenth centuries CE. Since there are few, if any, correlates in manuscript sources from Ireland from this time period, the Schottenstift fragments offer a rare glimpse of what Irish chant and liturgical practice may have looked like in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The fragments also help show the extent of the Irish foundations on the continent: by whom they were founded, who they venerated as their patron saints, and of their continued administrative ties to mother-houses in Ireland.

As with most periodicals, the next issue of *Early Music* contained correspondence about the previous issue’s articles. Peter Downey wrote in, complaining that Frank Ll. Harrison’s work had not received enough attention. In a terse and witty reply, Buckley countered that Harrison had, in fact, been cited by several of the contributors. She emphasized that the Irish issue had been the product of an interdisciplinary, teamwork approach. Criticizing Downey’s own scholarly methods as old-fashioned and his penchant for not including dissenting opinions in his publications, Buckley rejoiced that

Gone, at last, are the days when it was acceptable to write from a lonely perch, “all alone,” even in the often contentious field of what some still call “Irish music.” In the absence of cumulative and revisable knowledge, it is impossible to any body of scholarship to reach maturity, and thus meet internationally acceptable standards of intellectual rigour and accountability.\(^88\)

---

This stance shows a willingness to tap the power of collaboration, particularly in a highly specialized field such as chant. When one considers Theodore Karp’s remark that it is impossible for one person to have an encyclopedic knowledge of all the sources, a collaborative approach such as Buckley suggests towards research in the admittedly arcane area of Irish chant and liturgy makes a lot of sense.⁸⁹

Peter Jeffery

In addition to the special issue of Early Music on Irish music, 2000 also saw the publication of Peter Jeffery’s chapter “Eastern and Western Elements in the Irish Monastic Prayer of the Hours” in The Divine Office in the Latin Middle Ages: Methodology and Source Studies, Regional Developments, Hagiography.⁹⁰ This article is valuable for Jeffery’s willingness to look beyond musical sources to sacred and secular medieval Irish literature for information on Irish chant and liturgical practices, and to compare what these sources with continental European sources. It contains a fine critique of Warren’s book, and examines and compares different early practices of the


office hours and psalm singing. Jeffery suggests that in medieval Ireland the entire Psalter was chanted in a single day, divided into thirds and known as the “three fifties.” This devotional exercise may have been derived from ascetic practices in Jerusalem and Egypt, and thus helps demonstrate the contact Irish monks had with the wider Christian world.

**New Grove, Second Edition**

In 2001, the second edition of *The New Grove Dictionary Of Music and Musicians* replaced Fleischmann’s 1980 article on the “Celtic Rite” with one by Buckley on “Celtic Chant.” This new article provides a much more thorough overview of the historical background and liturgical structure of Irish chant. It discusses the practice of the divine office in Ireland, psalmody, the non-standard pre-Carolingian mass, the unusually prevalent liturgical and devotional use of hymns, and gives an inventory of notated sources. Buckley states that the small amount of evidence we do have for Irish chant challenges the idea that the Celtic Rite is irretrievable.

**Other Work**

Published a few years after her *Early Music* article on deciphering the Drummond neumes, Sara Gibbs Casey’s 2003 doctoral dissertation on the music of the Irish *perigrini*, or wandering monks, is important for enlarging our understanding of Irish foundations on the European continent, and for
grasping the scope of the veneration of Irish saints outside of Ireland, thus establishing possible lines of influence and spiritual inheritance.\textsuperscript{91} It is also instructive for demonstrating just how mobile people were in the Middle Ages, and how religious fervor could be enough impetus for traveling long distances on foot and horseback.

In 2005, the long awaited (and monumental) \textit{New History of Ireland} finally appeared. The first volume, \textit{Prehistoric and Early Ireland}, is of particular interest to scholars of medieval Irish liturgy and chant since it contains two (posthumous) articles by Kathleen Hughes on the history of the Irish church and one by Ann Buckley on music in prehistoric and early Christian Ireland.

The first article by Hughes, “The Church in Irish Society, 400-800,” covers the coming of Christianity to Ireland in the fifth century through Roman influence and the missionary activity of Palladius and Patrick.\textsuperscript{92} She also discusses issues such as church organization, the rise of monasticism, evangelism, pilgrimage, and the evidence from the Irish Annals for the growth of Christianity in Ireland. The second article, “The Irish Church, 800-c.1050,” continues along similar lines, examining the impact of growth and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{91}] Casey, “Songs for the \textit{Peregrini}: Proper Chants for Irish Saints as Found in Continental Manuscripts of the Middle Ages” (PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 2003).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
organizational stabilization on the Irish church, as well as the consequences of Viking raids on monasteries and urban centers.\textsuperscript{93}

Ann Buckley’s “Music in Ireland to c. 1500” is a wide-ranging and detailed article covering everything from prehistoric archeological finds to sixteenth century English polemics against Irish musicians. The scholar of Irish chant and liturgy will find the section of this article from pages 776-808 the most useful. Here Buckley covers the origins of the term “Celtic Rite,” and discusses notated and un-notated original sources that give clues to the structure and function of liturgy and chant in early Christian Ireland.\textsuperscript{94}

**Conclusions**

Overall, serious scholarship on Irish chant and liturgy seems to be based on source studies, and on efforts to improve the number and type of sources examined for evidence of liturgy and chant in medieval Ireland and Irish monastic foundations on the European continent. In the case of Ann Buckley, this extends to archaeological evidence for music in ancient and medieval Ireland. Scholars who pursue an understanding of Irish chant and liturgical studies are quick to point out the value of their studies for a wider


understanding of the development of Christian chant and liturgy throughout medieval Europe, and of how diverse traditions influenced each other. This type of scholarship is a welcome balance to a type of mystical, spiritual literature that embraces “Celtic Christianity” or “Celtic Spirituality” as being more ecologically friendly, more equal in its treatment of women, and of being more truly rooted in ancient Christian (or pagan) traditions.\footnote{For an overview of this type of literature and the thinking behind it, see Loren Wilkinson, “Saving Celtic Christianity: Despite the Mythmaking, There’s a Wealth of Christian Truth and Devotion Worth Recovering,” \textit{Christianity Today} April 24 (2000): 78-85.}

\textbf{Areas for Further Research}

There is still much work to be done in researching medieval Irish chant and liturgy. In 2000, Buckley lamented that “a clear idea of the full contents of Irish liturgical manuscripts in continental European holdings” was still lacking despite the contributions of Warren, Harrison, Stäblein, and others.\footnote{Buckley, “Music and Musicians,” 165.} Similarly, Brannon stated that “the entire corpus of Irish manuscripts [had] not yet been systematically examined for references to music.”\footnote{Brannon, “Medieval Ireland: Music in Cathedral, Church and Cloister,” 195.} Thus, there is a need for a thorough study of the medieval manuscripts in Irish holdings. Scholars also need to consider the manuscripts in English, Scottish, Welsh, and continental European collections that have

\footnote{\textcopyright 2000 Christianity Today. Reprinted with permission.}
traces of originating from Ireland or contain Irish material in order to fill out our understanding of medieval chant and liturgy at large.

Since the current study only discusses secondary sources from 1881 to 2005, the historiography of the field could also be extended and expanded to include both older and more recent sources. In the near future, I plan on exploring the possibility of creating an online bibliographic database dedicated to the liturgy, chant, and ecclesiastical and monastic history of medieval Ireland. The database could be divided into topical sections, such as archeology, architecture, monasticism, general historical sources, manuscript studies, chant, or liturgy. It would also contain sections on primary materials, in addition to covering secondary sources, as has been done here.

The advantages of an online resource such as this, instead of a more traditional hardbound research companion, include worldwide access via Internet, keyword searching, the possibility of reducing the time-lag between a scholarly publication and its inclusion in the bibliographic database, and continuous updating. Possible partners for such an ambitious project include the Keough-Naughton Institute for Irish Studies at Notre Dame in Notre Dame, IN or the Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, MI, as well as my current employing institution, the James White Library at Andrews University in Berrien Springs, MI.
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